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Hybrid Path Relinking algorithm (HPR)
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Cooperation of 2 algorithms:
 Hypervolume-Based Multi-Objective Local Search (HBMOLS)
 Multi-Objective Path Relinking (MOPR)
Pareto set approximation

Initialization

Random population

HBMOLS

MOPR

Step 1: randomly choose an initial and a guiding
solution from a Pareto set approximation
Step 2: generate a path (set of solutions) linking the
initial solution to the guiding solution
Step 3: return a subset of the path (for intensification)
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Non-dominated set of solutions
Initial and guiding solutions
Solutions of the path
Subset of the path returned
for intensification

Selected solutions in a path
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Repeat
Step 1: assign a fitness value to each solution in the population according to the
hypervolume contribution indicator
Step 2: generate a new solution from the neighborhood of a solution of the population
‖ Step 3: evaluating the new solution using the hypervolume contribution indicator
‖ Step 4: delete the solution with the worst fitness value from the population
Until all neighborhood explored without any improvement
Return the population
‖
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Initial solution
Pareto set returned (local optima)

Path Relinking Strategies
Initial and guiding solution selection
 Random
 Similar
 Different
Path generation strategies
 Without comparison
- First/Last : First/Last move reducing the distance to the guiding solution
- Random: Random candidate move
 With comparison : Generate and evaluate all candidate moves
- Pareto-Based: select randomly a non-dominated solution
- Hypervolume-Based: select the solution with the largest hypervolume
Susbset selection
To be returned for intensification
 Without comparison
- All: The entire path
- Middle: The solution located in the « center » of the path
- k-middle: A set of solutions located in the middle of the path
 With comparison
- Best: The set of non-dominated solutions of the path
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Path generation: iteratively build a path by
choosing among candidates ci.
- First: c1
- Last: p1
- Random: p1 or p2 or p3
- Pareto: p1
- Hypervolume: p1
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i: Initial solution
g: Guiding solution
: Neighbors
c1, c2, p1: First candidates for path generation
pi: Path candidates to be returned
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Subset selection:
- All: p1, p2, p3 and p4
- Middle: p2 or p3
- k-middle: p2 and p3
- Best: p1 and p3

Experiments






N jobs to schedule on M machines
Jobs and machines are critical resources
Jobs are treated on a defined order of machines
2 objectives functions : Maximal completion time
(Cmax) and Total tardiness (Tsum)

Significant differences obtained between subset selection strategies  PR_A: All

PR_B: Best
PR_M: Middle
PR_KM: k-middle
RM: random mutations
CO: crossover operator

Empirical attainment function
Instance 100_15_01 (100 jobs, 15 machines)

Insertion operator: minimal path generation using the
corresponding distance measure
Initial solution
16 14 7 18 13 0 1 5 8 6 3 11 9 12 15 10 4 2 17 19
Longest common subsequence: 11 jobs
distance=9
14 18 0 1 5 8 3 17 2 15 7 11 16 6 4 9 13 10 12 19

Guiding solution

Conclusions and Perspectives
Proposition of a generic approach combining path-relinking and local search in a MO context
The use of path relinking offer a good alternative to RM and CO to iterate local searches
No significant observation concerning the path generation method
The solutions located in the middle of the path should be selected for intensification (k-middle)

Application to other multi-objective optimization problems
Evaluate methods selecting the initial and guiding solutions
Toward advanced path-relinking algorithms (path between more
than two solutions, generate several paths simultaneously…)

